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A ES Th A CT

The central sc ient i f ic  goal of the ARP A Image Understand ing Project
research program at SRI International is to investigate and develop ways
in which diverse sources of knowledge may be brought to bear on the

problem of interpreting images. The research is conce rned with specific
problems that arise in processing aerial photographs for such military

applicat ions as cartography, intelligence , weapon guidance , and

targeting . A key concept is the use of’ a generalized digital map to

guide the process of image analysis .’~
‘ ‘In the present phase of our program , the pr imary focus is on

developing a ~road expert ,~~ whose purpose is to monitor and interpret

road events in aerial imagery . The objectives , methodology, and current
status of our research are descr ibed , in this report . Part icular
technical topics include:

( 1 ) Data Ease Construct ion
(2) Image—to—Nap Data base Correspondence (a detailed

discussion supported by three mathemat ical appendices )

(3 ) Road Detect ion and Track ing
(14 ) Shadow and Anomaly Analysis
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I DE T ECTIN G AND INTERP R ETIN G ROA D EVE NTS IN AERI AL IMA GER Y

A. Introduct ion

Research at SRI International under the A RPA Image Understanding

Program was ini t ia ted to investigate ways in which diverse sources of
knowledge might  be brought to bear on the problem of anal yzing and
in terpre t ing aerial images. The ini t ial  phase of research was
exploratory and ident i f ied  various means for exploit ing knowledge in

processing aerial  photographs for such mi l i t a ry  applications as
cartography , intell igence , weapon guidance , and ta rget ing.  P. key

concept is the use of a generalized digital map to guide the process of
image anal ysis .

The results  of’ this earlier work were integrated in an interact ive
computer system called “Hawkeye ” [3] . This system provides necessary
bas ic fac i l i t ies  for a wide range of tasks and a framework w i t h i n  wh ich
specialist  prog r ams can be integrated .

Research is now focused on the development of a program capable of
expert performance in a specific task domain: road monitoring . The

following sections of this report present an overview as well as some

recent technical results produced in this ongoing effort.

P. Obiective

The primary object ive of this research is to build a computer
system that  “understands ” the nature of roads and road events. It

should be capable of performing such tasks as:

a Finding road s in aerial imagery
C Distinguishing vehicles on roads from shadows, signposts,

road markings , etc.
‘ Compar ing mult iple images and symbolic informat ion

pertaining to the same road segment, and deciding whether
significant changes have occurred .

1
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It should be capable of performing the above tasks even when the

roads are part ially occluded by clouds or terrain features , or are

viewed from arbitrary angles and distances , or pass through a variety of

terrains .

C . Aporoac h

To achieve the above capabilities , we are developing two “expert”

subsystems : the “Road Expert” and the “Vehicle Expert.” The Road Expe rt

knows maInly about roads, how to find them ir~ imagery, and what things

belong on them . It works at low—to—intermediate resolut ion (e.g., from

1 to 20 feet of ground distance per image pixel) and has the ability to

distinguish vehicles from other road detail . The Vehicle Expert works

on higher—resolution imagery and can identify vehicles as to type . Wc

are concentrating our efforts on the Road Expert and therefore will

limit our discussion to this component of our system .

The major tasks automatically performed by the Road I~xpert are :

* Image/flap Correspondence : Place a newly acquired image into
geographic correspondence with the map data base .

* Road Tracking : Precisely “iar k the centerline of selected
visib le sections of road in the image.

* Anomaly Analysis : Locate and analyze anomalous objects on ,
and adjacent to , the road surface ; identify potential
vehic les.

The image/ma p correspondence task is accomplished by locating roads

and road features as landmarks; correspondence is performed at

resolutions as coarse as 20 feet/pixel so that a reasonably wide field

of view (10 to 100 square miles ) can be processed at one time . It is

nominally assumed that the initial combinat ions of uncertainties about

the estimates for the camera parameters implies uncertainties on the

ground of approximately +/— 200 feet in X and 1. The correspondence

procedure works iteratively to refine the camera parameters . A typical

goal is to reduce the implied uncertainties on the ground to about +1— 2

feet in X and 1.

2
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Having placed the image into correspondence with our map data base ,
one or more of the visible road sections are selected for monitoring .

The road center— line and lane boundaries are found to an accuracy of one

to two pixels in imagery with a resolution of 1 to 3 feet/pixel .

Give n the precise road locations in the image, anomalous objects

are detected by scanning on and along the road pavement . These

anomalous objects are then identified as to type (e.g., vehicle , shadow ,

road surface marking , signpost, e t c .) .

The above tasks will be supported by information about road

condition and general structure from a symbolic data base . For example ,

if prior photographic coverage of the area being analyzed is available ,

the problem of anomaly classification can be simplified by determining

if a similarly shaped anomaly could be found in the same general

location over some extended period of time . Additional examples of hot~
data—base knowledge and stored models can aid in the analysis process

include: using the time of day in discriminating shadows from objects of

interest; utilizing the general shape and width of the road (obtained

from a map) as an aid in road tracking; providing relevant information

on the anticipated size, shape , and road orientation of potential

vehicles .

A central theme of this effort is to consider roads as a knowledge

domain. In particular , we are addressing the question of’ how a—priori

knowledge can be directly invoked by the image—analysis nodules (what

type of knowledge , how should it be represented , and what are the

mechanisms for its use). To achieve our goal of building a very—high—

performance system , we are developing explicit models of the image

structures we are dealing with , and additionally , models of the decision
0

procedures embedded in the image—processing algorithms so that the

algorithms can evaluate their own performance . Finally, we ~re planning
an overal l control struc ture wh ich will be con cerne d with the pro blems
of coor di nat ing analys is across a spectrum of levels of reso lution , and

a with integrating multisource information.

3
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D. Progress

1. ~~~~ ~~~~ Construct ion

An underl y ing assumpt ion of our overal l approach is the

existence of a map data base to guide the image analysis process. A

significant part of’ our effort is thus concerned with the ouestions of

what information this data base should contain and how it should be

structured; and then assembling the needed data .

We have selected f i v e  d i s t inc t  geographic sites scat tered
around the San Francisco Bay Area , have acquired mul t ip le  photographic
coverage for each of these sites , and are currentl y building letailed

data base for one of these sites (PM280). Figure 1 shows one of our

images of this site .

At present , the Road Expert data base contains two aifferent

forms of information . The first form is a loosely coupled collection of

digital and nondigital information about our test sites. The second

form is an ini t ia l  implementat ion of a t i gh t ly  integrated dig ital data

base for each site.

The following sources of information have been used to

cons t ruc t  the data base :

( 1 )  d ig i t i zed  aerial  images of the  various sites including
information concerning camera focal length , day of year ,
appr oximate altitude and location

(2) USGS 7.5 minute series topographic naps (the 3—D
information in these maps is of very limited utility for
our purposes due to the crude altitude and spatial
reso lut ion )

(3) California Department of Transportat ion road construction
plans for some sites containing post—construction survey
data

The current digital (site ) data base consists of a collection
V 

of disk files containing information about linear road segments and

“point” features on the road surface .

Each linear road segment is described by the 3—D ‘ordinates

of its end—points , its width , and a photometric model for the road
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cross—sect ion . Each segment description also includes a pointer to

other nearby road segments whose relative positions can be used by the

Road Expert for verification of acquisition .

Each point feature described in the data base is assumed to

lie on a horizontal plane surface , but this restriction will be relaxed

in the future. The photometric appearance of each point feature is

defined by extracting a window containing the feature from some

previously seen image of the site ~,see Figure 2)-. The 3—D geometry of

the patch is defined by the coordinates of the window in the Image, the

calibration of the image to the 3—D world coordinates , and the z-

elevation of the road surface at this point feature. The present

structure and content of the data base was chosen in order to support

experiments in automatic acquisit ion and calibration (see Sect ion Ii of

this report); consequently, it is still incomplete with respect to other

needs of the road expert . One addition currentl y planned is to provide

a more complete geometric model for the principal roads at each site .

This will enable the data base to direct the road tracker to analyze an
entire site automatically.

In addition to expanding the size and scope of our data base

along the lines indicated above , we plan to use the capab ilities of the

Road Expert itself to automate many of the steps required for such data

base construction.

2. Image/Data J~a~~ Corresoondenc,~

This task involves locating a few known road features

(landmarks) in a newly acquired image, and then using the correspondence

between the location of these landmarks and their geographic coordinates

as stored in our map data base to determine the precise location (and

orientation) that the “camera ” was in when the image was acquired .

Given the camera parameters , we can now derive a transformation that

will assign geographic (x, y, z) coordinates to every point in the

image . Figure 2 shows some of the landmarks we are currently using for

the PM280 site . The search in the image for the landmarks is a

5
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sequential process guided by our continually more precise estimate of

the camera ’s location. Figure 3 shows an example of the uncertainty

ellipse generated by the “camera cal ibration strategist” to delim it the

search for the first landmark . (This ellipse is based on a mathematical

model of the calibrat ion process and assumed a—priori knowledge of

init ial uncertainty in camera location .) Once the first landmark has

been located , the camera calibration strategist can refine position

estimate and even further narrow the search for the second landmark as

also shown in Figure 3.

Our work on the correspondence problem , employing an iterative

approach wh ich combines error modeling , feature matching , and refinement

of the camera location estimate , has resulted in a number of extensions

to the existing theory . A more complete exposition of the above

approach and its status is contained in Section II and Appendices A—C .

Howeve r, it is important to note here that we have been able to

establish image/map correspondence to an average error of between 2—3
feet of ground distance. Thus , given the potential robustness of this

approach , we believe that it can play an important role in an image

matching navigation or terminal homing system (e.g., the cruise

missile).

Addi tional work in this particular task will be primarily

directed to improving the performance and flexibility of our landmark 
V

detectors , especially in regards to the question of verificat ion and

f i l t e r ing  out of false matches.

3. A~�ac[ Tracking

We have evo lved a num ber of techn iques capable of track ing
roads in aerial imagery across a 1—20 feet/pixel spectrum of

resolutions . Most of these results have been described in our previous

reports (see References ~ and 13) and under the conditions available in

our current imagery, perform extremely well. Figure 11 shows the

performance of the low—resolution road tracker. The low—resolution road

tracker uses a road model which assumes local homogeneity in intensity

6
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along the roac and contrast in intensity between the road and the

adjacent terra in . A linking algorithm uses an optimization technique to

find a “best estimate ” of the global road path based on local agreement

with the road model described above . Figures 5a and 5b show some

examples of the high—resolution road tracker . Using a road model in

which we assume segments exhibiting relatively smooth/slow changes in

direct ion and also in the intensity profile normal to road direction , we

have been able to achieve surprisingly robust performance in tracking

the road center line . In many cases, roads that have almost no

discernible contrast at the ir edges can be readily followed . Note that

the clouds appearing in these images were generated by a synthesis

program we were forced to resort to in order to get a variety of cloud

cover conditions needed to adequately test our techniques (see Appendix

D).

Future work on road tracking will be primarily concerned with

maintaining current levels of performance as the viewing conditions

become increasingly more difficult (e.g., greater degrees of cloud cover

or occlusion by shadows and adjacent terrain features) and with the

problem of “verification.” Rather than just making a best estimate of

road lncation , we want the road tracker to also estimate the likelihood

that this best estimate is indeed a visible segment of road.

~4. Anomaly Analysis

The high—resolution road tracker discussed earlier assumes

that roads in images are regions where the brightness varies in a

predictable way. Small regions in which the brightness is significantly

different from that predicted by the road model are called anomalies.

These anomalies arise from such things as vet~tcles, road markings,

shadows of various objects on or off the road , overhanging trees, and

discolorations of the road surface. We are investigating methods for

detecting and classifying these anomalies .

We have augmented the high resolution road tracker to produce

a “difference image” obtained by subtracting the road model from the

7
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orig inal image . This difference image produces isolated and enhanced

anomalies simplifying the following analysis and classification tasks.

The initial detection of anomalies is done by thresholding the absolute

value of the difference image . The optimum threshold to apply is a

fijjict ion of the variation to be expected in the road surface. This

variat ion is calculated during the correlation road tracking phase as

the F~iS average amount by which the road surface differs from the road

model , after suspected anomalies are masked out. Figures 6a through 6d

show an example of the above process.

Understanding shadows in aerial images is crucial to

successfully classifying the anomalies. A significant proport ion of the

anomalies in our library of images are shadows of objects. The vehic les

themselves cast shadows, which must be removed from the initially-

detect ed anomaly before classification can take place. Even more to the

point , shadow s can serve a useful purpose in helping to locate vehicles ,

and can also be used as landmarks in performing the correspondence task.

In addition to finding shadows as deviations from the detected

road model , we are investigating two additional techniques which appear

rather promising . First , we note that shadows are usually among the

darkest objects in an image. if we can properly select an intensity

threshold , we can mark the shadows (at least on the road surface) and

exclude almost everything else . Local threshold setting can be

accomplished by choosing a value lower than the measured intensity of

som e known dark area on the road surface , such as a tar patch (located

using map data base information), or even the oil slick wh ich appears in

the center of each lane of almost any road . On the other hand , the

threshold should not be set lower than the measured intensity of shadows

either detected in the image , or predicted from data base informa t ion.
Figures 7a and lb show some examples of the effectiveness of this form

of threshold—based shadow detection.

A second approach to detect ing shadows is based on the fact
that for the locally planar and constant reflectance road surface (at

least along a path parallel to the road direction) the intensity

8
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variation across a shadow edge is a function of the ratio of secondary

(diffuse sky—light) to primary (direct sunlight plus diffuse sky—light)

illumination , and is roughly constant in any single image . Once we have
found one shadow (e.g., by predicting its location from data base

• Information , t ime of day,  date , and latitude and longitude of the scene)
we can determine the required ratio (or intensity difference in an image

digitized on a logarithmic brightness scale) and use it to detect other

shadows on the road surface . Obviousl y the ratio will have some range

of variation , and in particular it will be somewhat higher for shadows

cast by small or thin objects (such a~ passenger cars) than for ahadows

cast by large , solid objects (such as, say , a freeway overpass). The
ratio for a shadow edge falling across a road oil slick might also tend

to be a bit higher than the ratio for a clean section of pavement

because of reduced film sensitivity in the darker area. Figure 8 shows

some typical examples of the intensity ratio across shadow and non—

shadow edges on the road surface in an image.

The problem of distinguishing vehicles from other , road

anomalies can be simplified by noting that , in addition to their size

and shape characteristics , vehicles have a range of local intens ity
variat ions (due to shadows , highlights from metal and glass, differently

oriented surfaces , etc.) far exceed ing that of most other road

artifacts. Once a vehicle has been detected , additional analysis

usually requires separating the image from its cast shadow . This can be

accomplished in a number of different ways . For example , we can use the

methods for general shadow detection mentioned above, or we can predi ct
the location of the shadow by assuming the vehicle height (five feet for

for passenger cars) and knowing the sun location , time of day , etc.

Another technique for separating a vehicle from its shadow is

based on the specific assumption that vehicles are likely to be

rectangular in the ir aer ial views , with their long edges oriented

parallel to the road . If pixels in either the difference image or the

original are projected to a line perpendicular to the road orientation

and we plot average brightness as a function of distance across the

9
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road , we see a significant discontinuity at the boundary between car and

shadow .

Our work in the next several mon ths w ill concentrate on
combining the results of several different tests to determine not only

what is and is not shadow , but also to actually classify each anomaly .

We hope the method wil l  be general enough to accommodate var ious kinds

of evidence . It should take into account each method’s estimate of its

own confidence , if it can be obtained . Rather than choose one method

over anot her , we hope to be able to integrate the results to come up

with a consensus.

E. Commen ts

We see the military relevance of our work extending well beyond the

specific road monitoring scenario presented above . In part icular , a

Road Expert can be applied to such problems as:

(1) Intelligence : monitoring roads for movement of military
forces

(2) Weapon Guidance: use of roads as landmarks for “Map—
Hatching ” systems

( 3 )  Targeting: detection of vehicles for interdict ion of road
traf tic

(4) Cartography : compilation and updating of maps with
respect to roads and other linear features’

In accord with our generalized view of the applicability of the

Road Expert we are constructing , we are attempting to achieve a level of

performance and understanding in each of the functional tasks which far

exceeds that wh ich woul d be requ ired for deal ing w ith the roa d
moni toring scenario alone .

The remainder of this report presen ts a deta iled discussion of our
image—to—ma p data base calibration procedure (supported by three

mathematical appendices).

10
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1[ V~~~ ft~ SRI ROAD EXPERT : IMAGE—TO—DATA F3ASE CORRESPONDENCE

A .  In troduct ion

Computing an image—to—data base correspondence is a general problem

occurring in all knowledge—based systems . In most image tasks the

correspondence is a projective transformation and can be modeled as a

function of the camera parameters , such as focal length , X , Y , 2,

heading , pitch , and roll. If the parameters are known precisely , the

model can precisely predict the two—dimensional image coordinates for

any three—dimensional data base point .

One common form of the image—to—data base correspondence problem is

to be given good estimates of the camera parameters and be asked to

improve them . This task is important in many military situations . For

• example , in navigation it is the crucial step that improves the system ’s

estimate of the location of the plane or missile. In change detect ion

• it is used to align two images of the sane area so that the

corresponding regions can be compared . in the Road Expert it is the key

to the utilization of the data base in subsequent tasks such as road

monitoring .

The basic approach we are using to refine a. correspondence is to

locate known features in the image and use their locations to improve

the correspondence (see Figure 9). The data base contains descriptions

of the available features. From these descriptions a set of features is

chosen to be located that is based on the predicted viewpo int and

viewing conditions . The estimates of the camera parameters are used to

predict what the features look like and where they are likely to appear .

Feature detec tion techniques (“operators”) are chosen to locate the

features and they are appl ied . Since the operators may not locate their

inten ded featu res , their results are verified either by locating a

larger portion of the features or by checking the relative positions of

11
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other features . After a set of features has been found , their locations

are used to refine the estimates of the camera parameters. The

parameters are refined by searching the parameter space for sets of

parameter values that minimize the distances between the predicted

locations of’ features and the locations determined by the operators . If

the correspondence is not precise enough , the whole process can be

repeated .

The important computations and decisions required to refine a

correspondence are listed below :

( 1) select ion of fea tures

(2) predict ion of the appearance of a feature

( 3 )  select ion of an operator to locate the feature
(4) prediction of the nominal image location of a feature

(5) prediction of the range of image locations about a
feature ’s nominal location

( 6)  selection of the order in which to apply the operators
( 7)  application of the operators
( 8)  ver i fication of the results produced by an operator
( 9 )  decision of when to use the resul ts of one or more

operators to help other operators locate their features V

(10) decision of when to update the whole correspondence

~11 ) computat ion of a refined correspondence -

(12) decision to stop

A number of people have worked on ind ividual items in this list [1 ,

5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 , and 12], but mainly for pairs of images that were

taken closely in time and from similar viewpoints.

There are several factors in the military domain , as we ll as ot her
doma ins , that increase the difficulty of these items beyond current

capabilities . Examples of such factors are a wide variety of

viewpo ints , a distribution of shadows , and the possibility of clouds.

All of them make it more di ff icult to select feat ures , predict the

appearance of features , and locate features. Therefore, they increase

the need for feature verification and strategy—based decisions . Wh ich
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operators should be used for an image taken from this viewpoint and

under these conditions? When should the results of one operator be used

to reduce the predicted search area for a nearby feature? This type of

question becomes more important as features become harder to find .

Our research goal is to produce an automatic system to refine

correspondences within the road domain. To reach this goal we need to

develop new models and techniques for several of the items in the above

list. So far we have concentrated on a few of them : the prediction of

the range of image locations for a feature , the verification of the

results of an operator , and the computation of a refined correspondence .

In this section we will state our assumptions , describe our new

techniques , and present an example.

P. Assumotions

Our assumptions are summarized in Figure 10.

E igure 11 is a typical picture to be processed by the system . We

assume that the resolution of the digital images will be between 20

feet/pixel and 1 foot/pixel. Figure 12 , which is another picture of the

site shown in Figure 11 , is displayed so that one pixel corresponds to

approximately sixteen feet on the ground. Figure 13 is a port ion of’

Eigure 11 displayed at its full resolution of approximately 1

foot/pixel.

We assume that we will have a data base of the area on the ground

contained in each picture to be analyzed. The data base contains the

geometry and topology of’ the roads and the locations of other features,

such as road markings . Since we expect to obtain repetitive coverage of

the areas of’ interest , the data base may also contain informat ion about

the appearances of the roa d sections an d features der ive d from prev ious
images.

Images of the same site may be taken at different times of the day

so the shadows may be different . Notice the variation in shadows

between Figures 11 and 12. Part of the information expected by the

13
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system for each picture is the day of the year and the time of’ day at

which the picture was taken .

Some of the images may contain clouds that obscure some of the

roads and other data base features (e.g., see Figure 14); and more

generally, terrain features, buildings , and trees may obscure features

of interest. The implication is that the system should be able to

handle operators that find multiple matches , incorrect matches, or no

matches at all .

Different pictures of the same region may be from different

viewpoints . In part icular , they may be from significantly different

altitudes (e.g., twice as high ) or differen t angles (e.g., 45— degree

obliques versus vertical pictures). Figures 11 and 12 are pictures of

the same site except that Figure 12 was taken from approximately twice

the height and at a heading that is different from that of Figure 11 by

almos t 90 degrees . The wide variety of viewpoints implies that

intensity correlation is not always sufficient to locate features .

Other operators will be necessary .

Even though the viewpoint may vary widely , we expect to be given

good estimates of the camera parameters for each picture . ‘the camera

parameters can be factored into two convenient sets: internal camera

parameters and external camera parameters . The internal parameters

describe the camera—specific thformation, such as the focal length of - V

the lens . The external parameters describe the relative position and

orientat ion of the camera with respect to the world renr~sented in the

data base . Generally, the a priori estimates of the ~~t~ rnal parameters

are much better than the estimates of the external parameters .

We expect a measure of the uncertainty associated with each

parameter estimate . For example , the HEADING might be estimated to be

75 degrees , plus or minu s one degree . These uncertaint ies are used to

predict the regions in a picture to be searched in order to locate a

feature . We will refer to these search regions as “uncerta int y
regions.” The smaller the uncertainties , the smaller the uncerta inty
regions ; the smaller the uncertainty regions, the eas ier it is to 

V

automatically locate the desired features.
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Two of our most important assumptions restrict the range of initial

uncertainties about the camera parameter estimates. The first one

restricts the combined internal and external uncertainties so that they

do not imply uncertainty regions on the ground of more than

approximatel y plus or minus 200 feet. The second one restricts the size

of each parameter ’s uncertainty so that it is relatively small. The

first assumpt ion , in effect , restricts the sizes of the uncertainty

regions that have to be searched to locate a feature. For example , if

an image has a resolution of 1 foot/pixel , the largest uncertainty

region would then be approximately 400 x 400 pixels. The second

assumption limits the port ion of the parameter space that the optimizer

has to search. It also indirectly limits the maximum geometric change

in the appearance of a feature.

An implicit assumpt ion behind the characterization of a

correspondence as a function of the camera parameters is that the

imaging process can be modeled as a perspective transformation. If it

cannot , a different mapping funct ion would have to be used , but the same

numerical approach would apply .

C. Uncertainty Regions

Given parameter estimates and uncertainties about those estimates ,

where in the image is a feature likely to appear? Cr more specifically, 
V

what region in the picture will have a given probability (e.g., a 95~
probabLlity ) of containing the feature? To answer this question , one
has to predict the effect on the location in the image of a feature

caused by changing the parameter values in accordance with their stated

uncertainties. To do that , one needs a model of their uncertaint ies.

The error model we use is that the parameters vary according to a joint
normal distribution , which is a reasonable ass~’mpt ion for measurements
produced by a device such as an inertial guidance system because each

parameter ’s error is a sum of several small errors. For this model the

uncertainty regions are ellipses in the image plane . The derivation of

this fact can be found in Appendix A.

15
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Figure 15 shows a typical uncertainty ellipse that is prescribed to

have a 95% probability of containing the actual occurrence of the

feature . The 100 dots were produced by varying the camera parameters

100 different times according to the error model and by projecting the

three—dimensiona l feature point onto the image plane containing the

ellipse . Notice that 92 of the point s are inside the ellipse , which is

cons istent with the 95% prediction.

Having found one feature , one would expect that its location would

greatly restrict the possible locations for a nearby feature . This idea

leads to a second type of uncertainty region , a relative uncert ainty

region. In addition to the normal information used to compute an

uncertainty region , a relative uncertainty region is a function of

another feature and its location . Since the location of a nea rby

feature typically adds constraints on the possible locations for a

feature , the relative uncertainty region is usually significantly

smaller than the regular uncertainty region. Given the assumpt ion that

the camera parameters vary according to a joint normal distribution , the

relative uncertainty regions are also ellipses. A aerivation of tne

mathematical description of a relative uncertainty region is given in

Appe nd ix 13.

A relative uncertainty region is used to reduce the amount of work

required to locate a second feature after a nearby feature has been

found . This is part icularly useful when a possible match for a feature

is being verified . The logic is as follows: if this is feature A , then

feature B should be in a small region over there ; if B is not there (and

not occluded ), this must not be A.

Figure 16 shows the initial uncertainty ellipse and the relative

uncertainty ellipse abou t a point feature. The large ellipse is the

uncertainty region predicted from the uncertainties about the camera

parameters . The small ellipse is the relative uncertainty region

derived from the location of the arrow just above it in the picture .
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D. Point-on—a-Line Matches

A lmost all previous work has involved the use of point—to—point

matches to refine correspondences. Since roads are the major objects of

interest for the road expert , we wanted to include them as features that

could be used within the image—to—data base correspondence phase as well

as in the monitoring phase.

There is a built—in trade—off between point features and line

features , such as roads : it is easier to find a point on a line than it

is to locate a point feature , but less information is gained by doing

so. Point—to—point matches produce twice the number of constraints for

the refinement process , but they are generally more expensive to find

because an area search is required as opposed to a linear search for

point—on—a—line matches .

To use linear featui we needed an operator (or operators) to find

points on roads and we hai to to extend the correspondence refinement

process to include the new type of feature match.

1. Point—on—a—Line Ooerators

Currently we have two Operators that locate points on a road .

One is used at low resolution (e.g., 20 foot/pixel) when roads appear as

lines , and one is used at high resolution (e.g., 1 foot/pixel) when the

internal structure of the road is discernable . The low—resolution

operator is an extension of the Duda road operator , wh ich has been

discussed in previous SRI image—understanding reports [2]. The high—

resolution operator is an adaptation of Quam ’s road tracking operator

[12]. It performs a 1—D correlation of the expected road cross section

to locate possible points on the road and then tries to track the road

for a short distance to make sure that the candidate point is part of

the expected road.
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2. Corresoondence Refinement

The correspondence refinement process (or “optimizer ”) is

based on Genriery ’s approach to calibration [11] (see Appendix C). It

solves the nonlinea r prob lem by iteratively solving linear

approximations . For point—to—point matches a 3—D point in the world is

matched with a 2—D point in the image. In that case the optimizer has

two residuals per match to use to improve the camera parameter

estimates : the X and Y components of the difference between the

predicted image of the world point and the point in the image at which

the operator located its match . If instead of locating a specific

point , an operator locates a point on a line , the optimizer only has one

res idual to use becauie the point could be any place along the line .

The residual for a point—on—a—line match is the distance from the point

to the line . As the optimizer searches for improved camera parameters ,

the image of the 3—D line should get closer to the point located by the

operator , but the closest point on the line may slip back and forth

along the line .

So far the optimizer has only been extended to handle point—

on—a—line matches. However , since roads are generally constructed as

combinations of linear segments and arcs of circles , it may be useful to

extend the optimizer to include r~ther types of matches tha t involve a

point and an analytic curve, e.g., a point—on—an—ellipse match . ‘the

main components of such an extension are (1) a procedure to compute the

dist ance between a point and the curve and (2) a procedure to compute

the partial derivatives of ~that distance with respect to the camera

parameters .

The optimizer could even be extended to arbitrary curves by

incorporating a procedure , such as chamfering [5], that computes the

dist ance between a point and an arbitrary curve.

The current implementation of the optimizer is relatively

fast. It takes one second on our KL— 1O to perform one iteration when

100 residuals are used to refine the estimates . (Recall that each

point—to—point match adds two residuals ; each point—on—a—line match adds

18
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one residual.) Five to ten iterations are normally required to achieve

conve rgence , which is defined to be a state in which the parameter

adjustments are on the order of .00005 units.

As Gennery point s out , the optimizer can be used to filter out

“mistakes” by iteratively deleting the match with the largest residual

until the deletion no longer significantly improves that point’s

residual . In practice this heuristic has proven to be useful , but it is

expensive and theoret ically unsound . For example , consider Figure 17 ,

wh ich shows a set of points through which a line is to be fitted using a

least—squares approach . The one “mistake” happens to draw the line

toward it in such a way that the point with the worst residual after

convergence is one of the “good” points. Deleting the point with the

worst residual and try ing again only repeats the situation. The

conclusion is to try to filter out mistakes before they are given to the

optimizer. The next subsect ion describes some of the ways this

filtering or verification can be done .

E. Feature Verif ication

As mentioned in the last subsection , it appears to be more cost—

effective to filter out mistakes , if at all possible , before applying

the optimizer . We have identified four possible methods for performing

such filtering :

(1) Operator threshold——Be suspicious of any match for which
the operator does not produce a confidence above a
ccrtain threshold; e.g., if a 2—D correlation operator - ;

produces a correlation of less than .8, ignore its
results.

(2) Self—support——Be suspic ious of any match that cannot be
verified by locating a larger portion of the same
feature; e.g., if an operator locates a point that is
supposed to be on a road but the road tracker cannot
extend the match , ignore it.

(3) Pa irwise support—-Be suspiciou s of any match that is not
positioned correctly relative to some other feature that
has already been located; e.g., if an operator locates an
arrow on a road and its matching location is not at a
reaso nable di stance from ano ther near by fea ture that has
been verified , ignore the match.
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(4) Group support——Be suspic ious of any match that is not
positioned correctly relative to a group of other
features that have already been located , e.g., if three
point features have been found and verified , ignore a
match for a fourth feature that does not appear at the
correct relative location.

We differentiate between these methods (or heuristics) because they

generally require different models and techniques.

It is relatively straight forward to apply all of the verification

me thods to point features . The relative uncertainty regions can be used

to determine if two features are mutually consistent . This pairwise

consistency can be extended to group consistency through maximal clique

techniques [1] or through optimal embedding technique s 1.9].

The extension to group consistency can be achieved by constructing

a graph that has one node for each match and a link between each pair of

nodes that is pairwise consistent . The largest completely connected

subgraph (i.e., the largest maximal clique ) represents the largest set

of mutually consistent matches . Any match that is not in that set is

pairwise inconsistent with at least one of the matches in the set.

Thus, it is suspicious.

Additional care has to be taken to apply the verification

techniques to point—on—a—line matches . The important test is to be able

to distinguish pairwise consistent matches from pairwise Inconsistent

matches when one or more of the matches is a point—on—a—line match.

Figure 18 shows the three significantly different cases. In Figure 18a

one of the two matches is a point—to—point match and one is a point—on-

a—line  match .  If the slope of the line is known accurately , the
distance between the point and the line can be used to determine if the

matches are consistent . Since the uncertaint ies associated with each

camera parameter are relat ive ly small , the slope of the line should

remain relatively constant . Thus the distance from the point to the

line should be relatively constant.

In Figure 18b both of the matches are point—on—a—line matches, and

the lines are essentially parallel. In this case the distance between
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the lines is sufficient to check the relative positions of the two

matches. For example , if an operator is trying to locate both sets of

lanes on a freeway , the distance between the two sets of lanes should be

within a predetermined range.

If’ both of the matches are point—on—a—line matches and the lines

are not parallel , as in Figu re 18c , some additional information is

needed in order to check the ir relative consistency. One solution is to

intersect the two lines and use that point in conjunct ion with a third

match to check the relative position of all three matches .

F.  Exa mp le

We have implemented one fixed strategy in terms of the verification

techniques and are just beginning to explore the possibility of

automatical ly tailoring the verification strategies to fit specific sets

of features an~ tasks. The example task is to refine the image—to—data

base correspondence for the picture shown in Figure 12 using its full

resolution of approximately 2 feet/pixel. The initial uncertainties

about the camera parameters imply uncertainties in the image of’ plus or

mi nus 95 pixels , wh ich correspond to approximately plus or minus 190

feet on the ground . The goal is to reduce these uncertainties to

approximately plus or minus one pixel , an increase in precision of

almost two orders of magnitude.

The data base used in this example contains two types of features ,

linear road segments and road surface markings . Figure 19 shows the

locations of features that are available for this site. The lines

represent the road segments and the pluses represent the surface

ma rkings . The appearance of each road segment is described by a road

cross section model. The appearance of a surface marking is described

by an image patch from a previ -us picture of the site.

A fixed strategy has beeii implemented to use these features to

perform the task and demonstrate our new techniques. The basic approach

is to locate the linear features first because they are less expensive

to find , use them to ref ine the camera parameters , loca te the point
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fea tures , use them to verify the first refinement , and then perform a

second refinement using both the points and the lines.

Given estimates for the camera parameters , the system predicts the

location of the road segments in the new picture. Figure 20 shows these

predictions , which are shifted left and down appro:imatel y 60 pixels

from their actual locations. The estimates of the camera parameters are

also used to warp each road cross section to the expected size and

orientation of the corresponding road segment. In addition , the

estimates of the uncertainties about the camera parameters are used to

predict the uncertainty regions abou t the center points of each linear

segment . Figure 21 shows those uncertainty ellipses that have a 95~
probability of containing the desired point.

The search strategy for a linear feature is to look along lines

perpendicular to the expected location of the feature . The lengths of

the lines are determined by the size of the uncertainty ellipse .

The high—resolution , one— dimensional correlation operator is

applied along the search line to locate points that may be on the

des ired road. The self—support method is used to veri fy each candidate

point. The road tracker tries to track the road for a short distance .

If’ it cannot , the point is abandoned . Figure 22 shows an example of the

application of self—support . The line on the left is the predicted

location of the road segment. The other line , which is crossed like a

T, represents the location of the match and the results of the road

tracker following the road .

For some road segments self—support is not sufficient to locate the

desired road because there are two or three parallel roads t hat all look

alike . In order to distinguish one road from another, preplanned groups

of features have been established within which pairwise and group

suppo rt can be obtained . For example , Figure 23 shows a set of’ three

sets of lanes , two of wh ich are diff icult  to tell apart simply by

looking at their road cross sections. The relative locations of the

three sets of lanes are used to determine the correct matches . The

lines perpendicular to the roads indicate the final choice for a

consistent set of matches.
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Figure 2~ shows the results of searching for all of the road

segments in the data base (shown in Figure 19). Two of the roads were

not found because the contrasts were not sufficient to produce matches

with the desired confidence. The matches were given to the optimizer

along with the initial estimates of the camera parameters and the

uncertainties about the estimates; the optimizer produced new estimates

for the parameters and new uncertainties . Figure 25 shows the new

predictions for the locations of the road segments. The new

uncertainties imp ly uncertainties in the image of approximately plus or

minu s 1.5 pixels , close to our goal .

To verify the new estimates the surface markings were located . The

new estimates were used to predict the locations and appearances of the

features ; the new uncertainties were used to predict the unc’~rtainty

regions; and two—dimensional correlation was used to locate the

features. The average difference between the predicted location and the

matching location was approximately 1.3 pixels , and the largest distance

was 1.7 pixels . The final refinement based on both the lines and the

points reduced the uncertainties in the image to approximately 1 .1

pixels , which is very close to our goal and corresponds to approximatel y

2.2 feet on the ground.

We have begun to experiment with pictures containing cloud s that

obscure some of the features to be used for calibration. For example ,

cons ider Figure 26 in which several of the road segments are partiall y

occluded . Figure 27 shows the linear features that the system could

find and verify .

G. Discussion

he have described and demonstrated a set of techniques to perf orm

some of the subtasks required in an automatic system to refine image—to—

data base correspondences . In part icular , we discussed techniques to

compute uncertainty regions, techniques to incorporate poLnt—on—a—line

matches , and techniques to verify the results of’ operators. These

techniques were combined to form a strategy, which we d~ soristrated in an

example task .
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A ddi t ional research is required on several other key sub taska
required in an automatic system ; for example, the selection of features -
and the tailoring of a strategy to different tasks. Other needs include I

better feature modeling , better operators to locate features over a w ide
range of viewing angles and conditions , and an alternative to least—

squares optimization.
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Appe ndix A

A LI N EAR MOD EL FOR PRE D ICTIN G THE DISTRI BUTI ON OF
ERROHS UNDER A PROJECTIVE TRAN SFORMATI ON

1. Problem Statement

GIVEN the set of camera parameters {yi} which define a projective

transformation from 3—space to a 2—dimensional image plane {xi}, 1:1 ,2;

and assuming that the (yi} , i:1 ,2,...J , are jointly distributed

according to a multivariate normal distribution function hith given

covariance matrix N , THEN we wish to find a region in the image plane ,

centered about the point provided by the projective transformation

H{yil , which will be large enough to contain the image of’ the

corresponding 3—space point to some given level of probability .

2. LInear ApDroximation

As an approximation to the way in which the errors in the camera

parameters produce displacements of a projected point , we will assume

that : / x
Ax

1 i 5 y\ LI

[1] and

AX 2 =
~~~
(
~~
2
*AY
i)

The partial derivatives to the above equations can be computed from

the projective transformation H or measured experimentally. The two

linear equations can be represented in matrix notation as:

[2] Ax ~(A y)

where the transform T is the 2 x J matrix of the partial derivatives of

the xi with respect to the yj, over the J camera parameters.
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To simplify our notation , we will assume that the image plane and

3—space coordinate axes have their origins at the projected and

nominally imaged points respectively . Thus, the deltas in equation [2)

can be dispensed with.

3. Ibe. Error Model

The multivariate normal probability density function has the form

(for dimensionality “n”):

e~~~ ~ 
* (X_U)T M’ (X-U))

[3] P(X JU ,M) =

(2*U)(2) *

where : U=E{X}
M:E{ (X—U) (X_U) T)

A~ = determinant of’ P. .

The covariance matrix H must be positive semidefinite. That is,

for any n—dimensional vector 2 with real com ponents we have :

[~] z
T
t iz � o.  V

Theorem 1 1
~

If I is distributed accord ing to [3]  wi th
mean vector U and covariance matrix N , then:

If X:TY+B with T a constant matrix and B
a constant vector , then X is normally 

-

distributed with mean V~TU+B
and covariance matrix i~:E[ (X_V) (X_V) T]:TMTT

Thus , given ot.r previously stated assumptions, we can now assert

that the error distribu tion in the image plane will be a bivariate

norma l probability density function , having the same form as equation

[3], but with mean vector V , and covariance matrix ~~~, obta ined as
described in the above theorem.

1 T.W. Anderson, An Introduction 
~~ 

Multivari.at.e Analysis, p. 25, (John
Wiley & Sons, New Yor k, New York , 1958).
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In mor e expli cit for m we have :

[5] P(x1,x2 10 ,O ,p,s1,s2
) = 

e

2 * , - y * s
1
*s

2
*V l_ p

where : 2 2
fx1 2 * p * x

1 *x 2 
X

2+ —
~~

.

G — 
\S 1 

S
1 * 

S
2 

S
2

(1 - P
2

)

S
i 

= 

~~~ •__V _ _  

S
2 

= 
-

~

x *x1 2
S

1 * 
S

2

We note ~•~‘at P is the coefficient of correlation between xl and x2

and (_ 1~~~P~~1)

The contours of constant probability density in the image {xl ,x2}

plane are the loci where the exponent of the density function is

constant . They are similar coaxial ellipses, with their axes paralle l

to the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix W. In particular , the

major axis of the ellipse will make an angle of
V.

/ 2 * P * s * s
2[6 ]  = -~~- * ARCTAN (— 2 2

\ (~1
- s

~)

with the xl axis.

To simplify our derivation of’ the dimensions of the ellipse needed

to provide a given level of probability of containing the image of the

3—space point being projected , we w ill transform our coordinate axes in
the image plane so that they lie along the major and minor axes of’ the

coaxial constant probability ellipses.
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y

The resulting covariance matrix Q has the forts :

/~? o \
Q = 

‘. 2 )

where the qi (the new variances) are the eigenvalues of’ the covariance

matrix W. These eigenvalues are found by solving the following

equat ion:

- q 2) (p * *

[8] 0 =

(~ * SI * 
~2) ~~ — q2) 

•

The resulting solutions are:

q~ = ~~~* ((~ + ~~~ 
- 2)~ + 4 * ~~~ 8~~ *

[ 9 ]  and

~~ 

2 

~~ 
- s~ ) +4*  ~~ ~~ *

Substituting qi for q in either of the two homogeneous equations

i n :
- Ix

2[10] - o — ( w - q  *I~~( 
V

al lows us to solve for the rat io of the x l to x2 coeff ic ient in the
major eigenvector and determine its angle with the xl axis to be:

12 - 2\

[ 11 ] TAN(o~ = 

(o
*8~

— - — V.aV V———.- V —~~~~~~r _____________________________ — — - - 
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)

The above expression can be simplified using the identity

ARC’I’AN(A):2’ARCTAN({SQRT [1÷A2]_ l}/A ) to give the result in [6].

In terms of covariance matrix Q, the bivariate normal density

funct ion has the form:

(G

e~ 
2

[12] P(z1,z2
) = 2 * ~ * q1 * q2

2 2z 1 z 2
where : G = +

q 1 q2

The locus of G:c2, where c is a constant is an equi—probability
ell ipse ~ith major radius of - length c’ql and minor radius of’ length

c*q2.

The area contained with in this ellipse is c2’ql’q2~PI and the

differential area is 2*c*ql*q2*Pi*Ac.

Thus , the probability p ’’ that the image of the nominally projected

3—space point will fall into the elliptic ring formed by the ellipses

with parameters c and c÷Ac is:

2
—c V

I, 
-

~~:[ 1 3] P = c * e */~~ - 

—

Integrating p ’’ from 0 to c, we get:

2

[l1~] p = - e 2

where P is the probability that the image of the nominally projected 3—
space point will fall into the ellipse with parameter c (i.e., the

ellipse with major axis of length c5ql , minor radius of’ length c’q2, and
orientation of the major axis of B; see equations [6] and (9] for the
values of q l ,q2, and~~). 

-
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Some typical values for P are :

P c
.50 1.177

[15] .90 2 . l ~46
.95 2)4~48
.99 3.035

We note that if sl:s2=s, and :0, then ql:q2:s; the resulting

contours are circles , and the parameter c corresponds to the radius of

the resulting erro r circle measured in standard deviations (s). For

this case, the radius which results in a 50% error probability is

l.177s , but the expected radial error is s*SQRT(PI/2):l.253s, and the

expected value of the square of the rad ial error is E{x1 2}+E{x22) :

2*52. 
V

F inall y , by invoking Bayes’ theorem , we note that if an “error

ellipse” as determined above is centered on the true projection of a

given 3.-space point , and has probability P of containing the actual

projection of that point , then the same ellipse centered on the actual
- projection would have the same probability P of containing the true

- projection (assuming there is no difference in the way the true and

actual projected points are distributed over the image plane).
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Ap pendix B

RELATIVE UNCERTAINTY R~~I0NS
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Appe ndix B

V RELATIVE U NCE RTAINTY REGIONS

Let p and q be two three—dimens ional feature points. Let al

represent an estimate of the camera parameters . Let F represent the

perspective trans formation , which is a function of the camera

parameters , that maps feature points into image points . Then

[1] P F(al ,p) and Q F(al ,q),

where F- and Q are the two—dimensional image coordinates of the points p

and q. P and Q are the predicted image locations for the two features

based on the estimates al.

If an operator has correctly located the image of p at P’ , where

should the image of q be? Or , in which region should the image of q

appear? That is, what is the relative uncertainty region about q with

respect to p and P’?

Assume that the actual camera parameters are a2 and the two

teature s actually appear at P’ and (.~~‘ in the image. Thus ,

[2] F-’ : F(a2,p) and Q~ F(a2,q). -

The relative uncertainty region can be described by the difference

between (Q’ — P’) and (Q — P) i~ a function of al and a2.

Let

[3] a2 : al +A a

If we make the same assumption made in Appendix A that the

parameter space is locally linear about al and a2, then

[i4 ] F’ : F(al ,p) + Mp ~

and

[5] Q1 = F(al ,q) + Mq *

-- - _

- V -~~ ~ - -
~~ ~.
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where Np and Mq are the 2 x N matrices of partial derivatives that

describe the relative changes in the image plane as a function of’ the N

camera parameters. Then

[6] [( Q ’ — P ’)  — (Q — F ) ]  Mq * Aa  — Np * Aa

or

[7] [(Q’ - F’) - (Q - F)] : (Mq - Mp) * Aa~

If the Aa’s are distributed according to a multivariate normal

distribution , Theorem 1 in Appendix A applies. If the mean of the

distribution is the vector U and the covariance matrix is S, the vector-s

on the left side of linear equation [7] will be distributed with mean V

= (Mq_Mp )*U and covariance matrix W (Mq_Hp)*S*(Nq_Mp)T.

_ _ _  
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Appe ndix C

AN ITERATIV E t~1EI l-~CD TO REFINE CAhEHA PARAhE~1ERS

The standard calibration problem is:

Assume that the correspondence between world points
and image points is a perspective transformation , G ,
that is a function of several camera parameters , such
as the X , Y , and Z position of the camera , the
heading, pitch , and roll of the camera , and the focal
length of the Camera . Given an initial estimate of
the camera parameters and a set of world points
(Xi,Yi ,Zi) and their corresponding image locations
(Ui ,Vi), determine the best (according to some error
metric ) camera parameter values to map the world
points into the image points.

If C is a linear function of the camera parameters and the square

of the unresolved errors is used as the metric , there is a stand ard

solution to the problem . Let G be represented as a matrix ti. Then for

each world and image point pair:

u~ M
11 

M
12 M13 

X~ -

[1] = Y~
v~ M

21 
M
22 

M
23 

Z~

A set of these equations can be combined into a single matrix :

u1 X1 Y 1 Z1 0 0 0 M11
v
1 0 0 0  X1 Y 1 Z1 M

12
X Y Z  0 0 0  M

[2] 2 — 2 2 2 13
0 v2 

— 

0 0 0 x2 ‘~2 ~2 
M
21
N22
M
23

Let A be the vector of U’s and V ’s, P be the matrix of X’s, Va ,

and Va , and B be the vector of M’s. Then [2] can be restated as:

[~
] A = P *

L$7
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This equation can be directl y solve J for the best least—squares

solution for 1), whose elements are the six elements of the matrix

[14 ] B = (p T * p) ’ * ~
T 

* A

Unfortunately, C is generally not linear. Eowever , the least—

squares solution of the linear prob lem can be embedded in an iterative

solution to a nonlinear problem . The idea is to approximate the surface

about the estimated parameter values by a hyperplane , solve that linear

problem , and iterate until the desired precision has been achieved. If

the hyperplane is determined by the partial derivatives of G with

respect to the camera parameters , this approach is similar to a

mult idimensional Newton—Raphson method . See [Gennery]2 or [Eolles]3 for

a more detailed description of this approach .

In our calibraticn method we consider 0 to be a function of the

following camera parameters :

Cx , Cy, Cz———the position of’ the camera
Ch , Cp, Cr——— the head ing , pitch , and roll of the camera
Cf———the focal length of the camera
Su , Sv——— the image scale factors for the ii and V directions
Ir———the image rotation about the piercing point
Du , Dv———the U and V position of the piercing point

~e group them into two categories : “internal” camera parameters and

“external” camera parameters . The idea is that the internal camera

parameters are functions of the camera itself and generally remain

constant from one picture to the next . They are the image scale

factors, the image rotation , the piercing point locatiorl, and the focal

length. The external camera parameters specify the position and

orientation of the camera and generally vary from one picture to the

0

F.A. Graybill , ~~ Introduction t& i1lnear Statistical Nodels, Vol. I,
(Nc Graw—Hill Rook Company, 1961).

2 Donald B. Gennery , “Least—Squares Stereo—Camera Calibration ,” Stanford
Art ificial Intelligence Project internal memo (1975).

3 Robert C. Bolles, “Verification Vision within a Programmable Assembly
System ,” Stanford University Ph.D. Dissertation (December 1976).
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next .  Since the focal length may change in a camera that has a zoom

lens, it is sometimes treated specially. It is separated out of the

list of internal camera parameters and treated like an external camera

parameter to be computed .

ke use homogeneous matrices to represent the transformations that

are functions of the parameters listed above . The internal or

“digitization ” matrix is defined to be:

S~ 0 0 0 cos(IR
) sln( I

R
) 0 0 1 0 0

0 S 0 0 —sin(I ) cos(I ) 0 0 0 1 0 —D
[5] D = R R v

0 0  1 0  0 0 1 0  0 0 1  0

0 0 0 1  0 0 0 1  0 0 0  1

~e assume that D is constant and given as a priori information .

C is defined as follows :

[6] G D*F*R*P*H*T

where

1 0 0 0 1 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 1 0 —C

[7] F =  T =
0 0 1 0 

- 0 0 1

0 0 ~~ _ 0 0 0 0  1

F

ccls(C
h
) sin(Ch

) 0 0 1 0 0 0

-sin(C ) cos(Ch ) 0 0 0 cos(C ) sin(C ) 0
H r  h p p

0 0 1 0 0 —sin(C ) cos(C ) 0

0 0 0 1  0 0 0 1

cos(C ) 0 sin (C ) 0

0 1 0 0
R =

_Sifl(C
r
) 0 C O S ( C ) 0

0 0 0 1
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F is the perspect ive part of the camera trans formation. T is the

translation part . 1-], P, and h are the heading , pitc h , and roll parts ,

respectively .

The transformat ion of world point (Xi ,Yi ,Zi) into an image point

(Ui ,Vi) is defined to be the following two—step computat ion:

U _
I I x
1 1

= D * F * R * P * H *

W
I 

z
[8] - I

S~j~ 1

= v . =
1 1 1 

—

Si .
In homogeneou s coordinates S is a scale factor for the vector and

has to be divided out in order to obtain the image coordinates (Ui,Vi) .

Not ice that Ui and Vi are not linear combinations of the camera

parameters .

Given this representation of C , the partial derivative linear

approximation to the surface in parameter space (about the initial

estimates of the camera parameters) is:

~ u 1 ~u 1 8u 1 &u~ ~u 1 ~u1 6u 1 AC

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Ac~,

by
1 

8v~ by
1 b~~1 L\Ch

0 
2 

- bCh bC~ bCr bCf ~~~

bu2 &u2 ~u2 bu2 5u2 
&u2 8u2
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Since

[10) 
Ui = 

U1 and = 
V
1

the partial derivatives have the form :

S 1 8u ~ ~~
[ii] 8u1 = 

i*~~~~~
_ 

i *~~~~

S~~ * Six

which depend s on the part ial derivatives

8u~ and[12]

x x

These partial derivatives can be comput ed as follows:

1x 1
.
~

[13] 8 D * F * R * P * H * T * ~~~~jI

z )x x I
\1 /

And since most of the matrices are constants with respect to the

variables being d i f f e ren t iated , these expressions can be greatly
simplified . For example:

xi~
0 

— D * F * R * P * H * ~~~~~* ziI
[ 1 14] ~

1 j ,

I ,
In summa ry , the i tera t ive  method to refine camera parameters is to

compute the partial derivatives shown above , form the linear

51
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approximation shown in [9] for the error surface , use the method

discussed for equation [2] to solve this linear problem for corrections

to be added to the current estimate of the camera parameters , use the

corrections to form new estimates of the camera parameters , and iterate

this process until the unresolved errors are sufficiently small .

For point—on—a—line matches , instead of- two constraints per match

(i.e., UI error and V i error ) , only one constraint is added to the list

of constraints accumulated in the matrix shown in [9]. That one

constraint is based on the perpendicular distance between the point in

the image that is supposed to be on the line and the predicted image of

the line .

The distance between a point in the image, (Ui ,Vi) and a line that

passes through the point (uO ,vO)and at angle9with respect to the U ax is

is:

[15] d = - (U
1 

— U
0
) sin 9 —  (V

1 
— V

0) cosO.

Therefore , the constraint for a point—on—a—line match adds one line to

the partial derivative linear approximation:

:i~- ii A d 1 
= (-

~ 
~~~ i ~~i)~~ 

(
~
C I

~
C A C ACh

AC
P
AC

r
ACf)T

where each entry has the form:

[17) = 

~~ 
sInO — 

~~~~~~ 
cosO) 

- V .

Each of these entries is a simple combination, of the two partial

derivatives used in the point—to—point case.

Notice that point—on—a—line matches and their constraints can be

freely mixed with the normal point—to—point matches.
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Appe ndix D

SYN THESI S O~ CLOUDS IN DATA BASE IMAGERY

In order to test the Road Expert under adverse viewing conditions ,

we considered it necessary to acquire images containing various degrees

of cloud cover. Our primary source of imagery , CALTRANS (California

Department of Transportation), does not photograph roads during cloudy

weather conditions and therefore we had to synthesize the clouds

appearing in our road images.

In order to generate realistic clouds in our test imagery , the

follow ing criteria were established :

(1) Clouds should cast shadows.

(2) Edges of cloud s should be controllably wispy——no hard
edges. The same should be true of cloud shadows.

• (3) Interior of clouds should be controllably-.transparent .

* 

Prototypical clouds were extracted from digitized 70 mm U—2

photographs by subtracting from each pixel a constant level CTFtRESH

which removed virtuall y all of the background while leaving the clouds

intact.

The cloud prototype image was:

CLcIJD[i,j] MAX I (U2image[i ,j] — CTHR ESH ), 0 ]

The following ramp function was introduced to satisfy b):

RAMP [ i ,j] MIN I (CLOUD[i ,j]/RAMPLEVEL ), 1]

The ramp function assumes that cloud edges and part ially

trans parent interiors of clouds have photometric levels close to zero

(CT ITh ESH in the U—2 image). The “width” of the ramp is set indirectly

by the select ion of the intensity level “RAMPLEVEL .”
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Shadows are introduced by:

SH.ADObi1MAGE [i ,j] ROAD I MAGE [ i,j]
~ (1 — (1 — GROUND.ATTEN) * RAMP[i+di ,j+dj])

where di ,dj define to offset of the cloud shadow with respect to the

cloud. Clouds are assumed to be at a constant height above the

underlying terrain. It is easily seen that when RAMP[i ,j]=0, the image

is unaffected , and when RAMP[i ,j]=1 , the image is attenuated by factor V

GROUND .ATTEN . Clouds are introduced to the shadow image by: V

CLO (JDIMAGE[i ,j] = SHADOWIMA GE [I ,j] * ( 1 — RAMP [ i ,j])
+ RAMP [ i,j] * (cLouD[i,j] * CLOUD.CONTRAST.FA CTOR

+ cLOUD.INTENSITY.OFFSET)

This function smoothly blends the clouds with the shadowed road image

according to the same ramp functicn.

The above procedure for synthesizing clouds has a total of seven

parameters which control the attenuation of the ground intensity due to

the cloud shadows and the clouds; control the blending at the cloud

edges; control the relative contrasts of the clouds with respect to the

ground; and finally, set the spatially offset of the cloud shadows with

respect to the clouds.

H

S
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